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With Double Speed through Brick and Concrete 

„OPERATION DEMOLITION“ SUCCESSFUL – THANKS TO COMBI SHEARS HCS 6  
 

Blumberg/Donaueschingen. The combi shears HCS 6 were not used for an 

operation in the district hospital of Donaueschingen, but with their help a 

demanding demolition task in operating rooms could be solved economically. 

 

„Without the powerful combi shears HCS 6 of DARDA the demolition work would have 

lasted about twice as long”, confirmed Mr Haberer, owner of the Rolf Haberer GmbH in 

Geisingen. His company was in charge of the demolition of brick walls and concrete 

breastworks with the reconstruction of operating room in the district hospital of 

Donaueschingen. According to Mr Haberer the high demolition performance, the quick and 

low-noise mode of operation, and the minimal dust nuisance were the major advantages 

when using the HCS 6 combi shears. 

 

On the floors below the operating rooms the normal clinic routine had to go on 

undisturbed. That meant for the demolition: minimal noise pollution, no vibrations and 

low dust emission. A conventional pneumatic drill could not meet these strict 

requirements. 

This was aggravated by the fact that the walls consisted of 9.5“ cavity bricks laid and 

plastered with cement mortar and covered with tiles. Thus the brickwork was extremely 

hard and 12” thick, something hardly to accomplish with a handheld pneumatic drill. 

 

In contrast, the hand-guided DARDA combi shears type HCS 6 B, equipped with brick 

jaws, are ideally suited for such demanding demolition tasks. With their big opening width 

of 12.6” and their enormous breaking force of 34 kN for a hydraulic hand tool they 

tackled the hard brick walls in an almost noiseless, dust- and shock-free manner. Driven 

by a low-noise, emission-free electric motor power unit the DARDA tool could not only 

fully meet the high requirements but also improved the working conditions of the 

workers. The combi shears weigh only 14 kgs and are very compact, thus easy to handle 

for one worker. So only two men were alternately at work for the complete demolition 

work. 

 

One tool, many uses 
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A further advantage of the HCS 6 combi shears was their flexible usage, because apart 

from the brick walls some reinforced concrete breastworks had to be removed. With a few 

movements the combi shears HCS 6 B were transformed into the type HCS 6 J: the brick 

jaws were taken off and replaced by concrete jaws (type J). So piece by piece the combi 

shears “nibbled” through several concrete breastworks which were reinforced with two 

iron mats and had a thickness of 5” each. 

As a J-version (concrete crusher) the combi shears of DARDA dispose of a crushing force 

of 73 kN and can break off concrete structures of up to 6”. 

In addition, there are 2 further variants of this compact „quick-change artist“. 

� type HCS 6 C with shears, to dilate and break up materials 

� type HCS 6 S with sickle blades to cut rods, tubes, etc. 

 

Working alternately with the help of the combi shears HCS 6 the two men of the Rolf 

Haberer GmbH accomplished the 65 cubic yards of brick walls and the 8 cubic yards of 

concrete breastworks in just 10 working days. A great demolition job! 

 

 

 

Source: Darda GmbH, Blumberg 

 

 

More Information: 

 

DARDA GmbH 

Im Tal 1 

D - 78176 Blumberg 

Germany 

Mr Andreas Ruf, Sales Director 

Tel. + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 0 

Fax + 49 (0)7702 – 43 91 12 

mailto: info@darda.de 

url: http://www.darda.de 
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The brick walls (10’5“ high) were pulled down from the top to the bottom. 

 

 

 

The HCS 6 B of DARDA bites brickwork of up to 12.6“. 
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An electric motor power unit hydraulically drives the HCS 6 J concrete crusher. 

 

 

 

As variant HCS 6 J the combi shears break reinforced concrete. 


